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Abstract. During structure formation, energetic events and random
motions of the hot gas residing inside galaxy clusters (the intracluster
medium, ICM) generate turbulent motions. Radio diffuse emission probes
the presence of magnetic fields and relativistic particles in the ICM, be-
ing a key ingredient for understanding the physical processes at work in
clusters of galaxies. In this work, we present results from numerical sim-
ulations of magnetic field turbulence in magnetohydrodynamics (MHD)
and kinetic MHD (KMHD) frameworks. We characterize magnetic field
structures through the imprints left on polarization maps.
1. Results and conclusions
We simulated MHD and KMHD turbulence in a 3D periodic box of 1 Mpc3 em-
ploying a modified Godunov-MHD code (Falceta-Gona¸lves et al. 2008, Kowal
et al. 2011) with periodic boundaries, a resolution of 1283 grid points, ICM con-
ditions (subsonic and superalfvénic), a gravity center mimicking the distribution
of galaxies in a cluster, and a variable parallel to perpendicular pressure ratio
(a‖/a⊥). We construct polarization maps (RM) using the simulated magnetic
field and density. The KMHD model predicts a more granulated plasma density
and magnetic field intensity, due to mirror instability that accumulates energy in
the smaller structures. As a‖/a⊥ → 1 the gravity center leads to a more homo-
geneous density and magnetic field, probably due to an enhancement of particle
mobility favoring their redistribution, the mixing of magnetic field, and pressure
isotropization. The correlation between two different points can be measured
by the structure function S(r) (see e.g., Kowal et al. 2011, for further details).
From S(r) we obtain a coherence length for the magnetic field ∼ 100 kpc for
KMHD (lower than the one obtained without a gravity center, e.g. ∼ 200 kpc,
Nakwacki et al. 2012).
The gravity center decreases the magnetic field coherence length, indicating
that its presence is needed to explain more accurately observational results.
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